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ABSTRACT 

We address the problem of the consistency between discrete and con

tinuous models for density-dependent size-structured populations. Some ear

lier works have discussed the consistency of density independent age and size

structured models. Although the issue of consistency between these models 

has raised interest in recent years, it has not been discussed in depth, perhaps 

because of the non-linear nature of the equations involved. 

We construct a numerical scheme of the continuous model and show 

that the transition matrix of this scheme has the form of the standard discrete 

model. The construction is based on the theory of Upwind Numerical Schemes 

for non-Linear Hyperbolic Conservation Laws with one important difference, 

that we do have a non-linear source at the boundary; interestingly, this case has 

not been explored in depth from the purely mathematical point of view. 

We prove the consistency, non-linear stability and hence convergence 

of the numerical scheme which guarantee that both models yield results that 

are completely consistent with each other. Several examples are worked out: 

a simple linear age-structured problem, a density-independent size-structured 

problem and a non-linear size-structured problem. These examples confirm the 

convergence just proven theoretically. 

An ample revision of relevant biological and computational literature is 

also presented and used to establish realistic restrictions on the objects under 

consideration and to prepare significant examples to illustrate our points. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

On the Major Goal of This Work 

9 

Two major approaches have been used to model the dynamics of pop

ulations. One approach constructs a partial differential equation and initial

boundary value problem and is usually referred to as the continuoU3 model; 

the other constructs a matrix that describes the transition of a vector of pop

ulation densities from one time to the next and is referred to as the d~crete 

or matrix model. These models arose historically independently of each other, 

but there must be a mathematical link between them since they share com

mon goals. This connection has raised intense curiosity during the last decade 

and it has been proved for density-independent, linear age-structured models by 

Saints [49]. Liu and Cohen [36] present a nc..:ilinear age-structured model and 

although the issue of numerical convergence is not investigated explicitly, their 

approach clearly indicates that a strong connection must also exist. In 1991, Ito, 

Kappel and Peichl, [24] presented a numerical analysis of certain size-structured 

population models. They only consider, however, density-independent models. 

This restriction makes the resulting algorithm very similar to those of Saints 

and Liu. The numerical convergence of matrix models to continuous models for 

size-structured populations has not been thoroughly discussed. We address the 

problem of convergence of solutions of density-dependent size-structured matrix 

models to solutions of continuous models. We do this by constructing a conver

gent numerical scheme of the continuous model and showing that this scheme 

has the specific form of a matrix model. 

In the remainder of this chapter, we present the biological considerations 

that will determin~ our choice of mathematical models. We address the need for 
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structure in the analysis of population dynamics. We discuss the advantages of 

using size versus age to structure populations, and also discuss the mathematical 

nature of growth. 

In Chapter 2 we present a numerical scheme that discretizes the initial

boundary value problem for the partial differential equation which describes the 

continuous model and has the desired form of a certain matrix model. We also 

present, for completeness, the standard derivation of this initial-boundary value 

problem, also called the McKendrick-Von Foerster problem, and the standard 

derivation of the matrix model, also called Usher-Caswell matrix model. 

The consistency, nonlinear stability and convergence of the numerical 

scheme devised in Chapter 2 are discussed in Chapter 3. These proois will 

guarantee that we can make both models yield results that are as close to each 

other as we please just by controlling the number of size classes that define the 

matrix. 

Several examples are worked out in Chapter 4. We will present a simple 

linear age-structured problem, a density-independent size-structured problem 

and a nonlinear size-structured problem. With these experimental examples we 

confirm the theoretical achievements of Chapter 3. In Chapter 5 we summarize 

our work and present again our main conclusions. 

The Need for Structured Population Models 

The earliest models for population dynamics assumed that all individ

uals within a species were identical. This implies that infants and adults, small 

and large, larvae and pupae, etc., react exactly alike to environmental stimuli. 

The rationale behind this restriction is purely mathematical; it simplified the 

models to a point where they were tractable with the analytical resources of the 

time. 
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While these methods had relative success in Demography, since human 

adults have the largest influence on the overall behavior of the population, biol

ogists found that in many other species there are behavioral and physiological 

differences, sometimes very dramatic, among the life-stages of individuals and 

that these differences impact on the individual's responses to the environment. 

Therefore, there was a need to describe the dynamics of populations whose in

dividuals change significantly throughout their lives. 

Under this new setting, the population is broken up into categories, 

each of which can be considered homogeneous. These categories also interact 

with each other via age, growth, metamorphosis, or other biological or ecological 

phenomena, thus requiring the specific formulation of new models that describe 

these interactions. 

McKendrick [37] acknowledged the need to differentiate between juve

nile and adult populations in humans. It is well-known that there are diseases 

that attack children more often than adults and vice versa. To support several 

medical studies, he proposed the model that bears his name. 

This model consists of a partial differential initial-boundary problem in 

which age is assumed to be the only force that induces biological changes on an 

individual. Age was selected because it is the beRt p;edictor of change in human 

populations. It has had some success in predicting the fate of certain human 

communities. 

Lewis [34] and Leslie [31] contributed a conceptually different but bio

logically equivalent model that used a finite number of age categories as opposed 

to McKendrick's continuous age function. Both models have been extensively 

studied. 

One reason .ror using age as a structure variable is its relative simplicity. 

Age is, mathematically speaking, a very simple entity, just a redefinition of time, 
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which in turn is independent of any other entity in the model. 

However, biologists and ecologists have disputed the generality of the 

age-structured models. For many species, particularly non-mammals and cell 

colonies, age does not mean as much as it does for mammals. 

Slobodkin [53] found that neither age nor size, considered alone, were 

enough to describe the dynamics of Daphnia Obtwa. Frank [13] observed that 

under overcrowding, colonies of Daphnia Pulex exhibit abnormally many indi

viduals of small size instead of fewer individuals of normal size as predicted by 

age-only models. 

Harvell, Caswell and Simpson [17] found that the age structure of Mem

branipora Membranacea was unusually uniform due to synchronized recruitment 

of large cohorts but, because of indeterminate growth, predation and the normal 

pulse of the season, the size distribution was not. 

Stahl [54], Damuth [8] and Calder [2] among others have also suggested 

that the total metabolic energy per unit of live mass is constant and that there 

is a bio-physiological scaling, intimately related to metabolism, that determines 

the rate at which animals "age." This contradicts our assumptions about a 

physiologically independent aging process. 

To overcome this problem, one can either stick to one force and replace 

age with some other parameter or one can include more structuring forces by 

adding one or more parameters. In either case, size has been suggested as a 

suitable and biologically sound alternative to age. An extensive review of size

only models is contained in Ebenman and Persson [11]. 

On the Importance of Size in Ecological Modeling 

Size is significantly more difficult to handle than age. One must not 

only consider the growth rate and include it in the stage-transition equations 

of the model, but one must allow that growth may be density-dependent and 
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change (both quantitatively and qualitatively) with population density. 

Calder [3] states that, because of the higher degree of complexity in

volved in its use, "Standard texts in population biology and ecology tend to 

ignore body size as a factor in population dynamics, although birth and death 

rates, survivorship and longevity, population density and home range size, cycle 

periods for population boom and crash, and the annual increment of mortality 

due to aging all show strong correlation with boay mass." 

For example, Neil [42] has shown that zooplankton of the genus Cerio

daphnia can interfere with juveniles of larger species like Pseudosida. Blueweiss, 

Fox, Kudzma, Nakashima, Peters, and Sams [1] exhibit a highly significant re

lation (R2 = 90%) between body size and intrinsic rate of population growth. 

However, others argue that size is often by itself insufficient to accu

rately describe the dynamics of a population. For example, in [22], Hughes and 

Connell determined that for corals of the genera Pocillopora, age and size are 

necessary to describe death, while in the genera Acropora, age and size determine 

growth. 

We summarize these thoughts with two quotes. Body size is "... the 

predominant influence on an animal's requirements and opportunities for re

source exploitation, thus providing a simple powerful basis for revealing major 

patterns in life histories and population structure" (Calder, [2]). " ... Differences 

in body size are a major means by which species avoid direct overlap in resource 

use" (Werner and Gilliam, [61]). 

The Mathematical Nature of Size and Growth 

"It is well known that growth has a characteristically exponential form 

that stems from the self-multiplication of cells, which is tempered by a non

constant decay and the effects of the environment" (German and Meyers, [14]). 
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Mathematical models of growth have been studied quite thoroughly. 

Turner, Bradley, Kirk, and Pruitt [58] and later Pruitt, DeMuth, and Turner [47] 

propose a general growth function that includes all previous studies as special 

cases. The resulting function is the product of an algebraic function of size s 

and a function of k - s where k is some limit of s. Vance and Coddington [601 

improve on this idea and propose a growth function of the form x, = xf(t,x) 

where f is the per-capita growth rate of the population. Per-capita growth rates 

must have four properties: 

1. Continuously differentiable in Xj 

2. Decreasing in Xj 

3. Bounded for large X; 

4. Non-positive for large x. 

The continuity of growth for non-negative x and strict boundedness 

was also assumed by Tucker and Zimmerman [56] who, in addition, require a 

growth that is continuously differentiable and vanishing at the boundary of the 

individual state space. This latter restriction forces the population to lie within 

a finite range of sizes. 

As we see, these approaches seem to agree that any growth function 

should consider the interaction that reflects the dependence of growth on size 

and availability of resources. Some of our choices for growth in Chapter 4 will 

include this dependence. 

The Relations Between Growth and Other Life History Parameters 

Every organism must allocate its finite energy intake among three fun

damental internal consumers: maintenance, growth and reproduction (Fisher, 

[12]). In other words, life represents a constant compromise among survival, 

growth and fecundity; allocating more to one of these should necessarily impact 

on the others' allocation and hence differences should be observable. 
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Law [26-28] communicated that Poa Annua shows some evidence of 

this balance when families with larger number of inflorescences on a season tend 

to grow more slowly the following season. Stamps and Eason [55J show that 

growth rate and food-range size of Anolis Aenew are inversely related due to 

food availability. 

Since growth is density-dependent like many other life-history parame

ters, extreme population situations should cause significant differences in growth 

and final size. We have already mentioned Frank's findings that Daphnia Pulex 

grows significantly less with overcrowding [13]. This fact has been observed by 

Sebens on Navanax Inermis [52]. Growth also shows plasticity, i.e., the capac

ity to change an individual's size to help it adjust to environmental forces, as 

reported by Levitan [32,33] in a series of studies on Diadema Antillarum. 

In summary, size and growth are fundamental life-history parameters. 

They are critical in the estimation of the vigor of a population and are becoming 

popular in field research, specially among ecologists. Consequently, theoretical 

biologists do require a thorough mathematical analysis of their features and 

limitations to make better use of them in their research. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE SCHEME 

In this chapter we consider two models, namely, the continuous 

McKendrick partial differential equation and the Usher-Caswell matrix model for 

size-structured population dynamics. We also present a finite-difference proce

dure that gives the Usher-Caswell model as an approximation of the McKendrick 

model. 

The Continuous Model 

This model is a natural extension of the earlier age-structured models. 

For completeness, we will derive the McKendrick model following the lines of 

Metz and Diekmann [42]. As in the age-structured models, density u is taken 

as the number k ~ 0 of individuals in a given range [Xl, X2] of sizes, at a given 

time t, that is 

k = t2 u(x, t)dx. 
1X1 

In the classical McKendrick model, the structuring variable X changes with time 

at a rate that depends on t and x, i.e., 

dx 
dt = g(x, t). 

9 is often referred to as "growth rate." It is generally assumed to be bounded 

and Lipschitz continuous in every argument. 

We also hypothesize that individuals die according to a specific function 

d(x, t). which is a bound.~d, Lipschitz continuous and bounded away from 0 to 

ensure that decay effectively occurs. 

In what follows, the arguments of 9 and d have been omitted at some 

points for legibility. Let (x, t) be arbitrary but fixed. We are interested in the 

number of individuals in class [x, x+Ax] that survive between times t and t+At. 
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On the one hand, the number of survivors of the class can be approximated by, 

rr+a:r; 
Jx u(s, t)ds - d~x~t. 

Also, since class [x,x+~xl evolves into class [x+g~t,x+~x+g(x+~x,t)~tJ, 

one can write the number of survivors as, 

Equating these two forms and replacing integrals by first order approximations, 

we obtain the following: 

u(x, t)~ - d~x~t 

~ u(x + g~t){~x + [g( x + ~x, t) - gl~t, t + ~t}. 

We can rearrange these terms to obtain the following expression, 

U(x+g~t,t+~tl -u(x,t) ( A A )g(x+~x,t)-g(x,t) 
~t + U x + gut, t + ut ~x 

+d=O 

We now can take this to the limit. 

As ~t-+ 0, 

u(x + g~t,t + ~t) - u(x,t) 
~t -+ Ut + gU:r; . 

. Also, as ff:.t -+ 0 so does ~x = g( x, t)ff:.t, so that 

(
A A )g(x+~x,t)-g(x,t) 

u x + ux, t + ut ~x -+ ug:r;. 

Putting together the two expressions above and recalling the expression for the 

derivative of a product, one finally obtains, 

Ut+(gu):r;+d=O 
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which is the partial differential equation that governs the dynamics of the density 

u. 

In a more realistic context, 9 and d are density-dependent, that is, we 

have operators G, D such that 9 = Gu and d = Du. We state some assumptions 

on G and D later in this chapter. 

An alternative way that starts with McKendrick's equation and per

forms a change of variables can be found in Murphy [44]. 

We recall that the population is assumed to renew itself through birth 

only. It is also assumed here, although is not essential, that newborns have 

all the same size Xo, which is minimal. The population reproduces at a rate 

B = B( t, u), which means that individuals are entering the cohort at Xo at a 

speed of B per unit time. B is usually assumed to be Lipschitz continuous in 

every argument and bounded. But since individuals enter the cohort at a growth 

rate g(xo,t), then one has that g(xo,t)u(xo,t) = B(t,u). 

An initial density u~( x) completes the description of this system. This 

initial density is usually assumed to be of compact support and bounded varia

tion. 

Thus we are interested in the solution of the following initial-boundary 

value problem: 

AU 8(Gu)u) D - 0 
&+ ax + u-, t 2: 0, x 2: Xo 

(Gu)u(xo, t)u(xo,t) = B(t, u) 

u(O,x) = uo(x). (CM) 

The Discrete Model 

Taking a different approach to the description of this system, other 

authors like Casewell [5], Usher [65], have proposed a discrete time and state 

model. Field researchers rarely use continuous data. Rather, experimenters clas-
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sify their subjects into a finite number of categories and define specific transition 

relations between these categories. 

Let P be a population. Each individual in P is grouped in one of th~ 

finitely many categories 50 ,51 , ••• ,Sn. To model growth, one assumes that 

there is a partial order defined on the set 5 of categories. Only one of these 

categories is considered terminal in the sense that individuals in this category 

never move to any other category (the group of the dead). 

For each category 5;, let Ui(t) ~ 0 be the number of the individuals in 

Si at time t. Each individual contributes f3i(t) newborns to the initial category 

at time t. Also each individual in Si has a probability Pi,j(t) E [0,1] of moving 

to category Sj at time t. Figure 1 illustrates the transition diagram of such a 

system, where So corresponds to newborns and Sn to dead. 

Figure 1. The state-transition diagram of a finite-state population model. 

We can put this in a matrix form. First note that every category Sj 

has a double contribution to So, the newborns and those that move to So from 

Sj 
n-l 

uo(t + 1) = L {f3j(t) + pj,o(t)}Uj(t). 
j=O 

Also note that Ui( t + 1) is given by the contributions of all categories at the 
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previous time i, that is, 

n-l 

uo(i + 1) = L Pj,i(t)Uj(t), i = 1"" ,no 
j;::;O 

Not all Pi,j need to be non-zero. Actually, since growth is biologically a bounded 

parameter, the subset of reachable categories of an individual in class Si is 

usually reduced to few preceding or succeeding categories. 

The standard size-structured discrete model proposed by Usher [65], 

assumed that the ordering in S is total with So being minimal and Sn maximal 

and that the individuals in each group can only grow to the next category in 

a time step. Extensions suggested by Caswell [5] allow the subset of reachable 

categories of any given category Sj to be reduced to the predecessor and successor 

of Sj, and death. This extension is incorporated in the model by restricting the 

values of Pi,j to be non-zero only if Ii - jl =5 2, which gives the matrix an 

almost tridiagonal form, as we see in Figure 2 below. It is important to note 

that the transition matrix is non-negative in the sense that all of its entries are 

non-negative. (DM) represents the discrete model we will use. 

= 

/30 + POO /31 + PIa 
POI Pu 
o P12 

o o 

U(n-l)(Hl) 

/32 /33 0 
P21 0 0 
P22 P32 0 

/3N-l 
o 
o 

o 0 Pn-2,n-1 Pn-l,n-l 

Construction of the Numerical Scheme 

U(n-l)k 

(DM) 

We start this section with a brief overview of some numerical methods 

for standard population models. 
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Some authors like Saints [54], Kannan and Ortega [25] and Milner and 

Rabbiolo [43] use the fact that the characteristics of an age structured problem 

can be found a priori and, with a suitable change of variable, the partial differ

ential equation can be turned into an ordinary differential equation. When the 

growth rate is density-independent, Ito et al. [24] have shown that this method 

can be extended to size-structured models. However, we would like to go further, 

we want to consider density-dependent models. 

Kostova [27] takes a different approach. She describes time and rewrites 

the original PDE as an ODE with age as an independent variable. This ODE 

is solved exactly and, when the integrals involved are replaced by a quadrature 

formula, the numerical scheme follows. This approach can not, however, be 

extended to size-structured models because the resulting ODE would be, in 

general, nonlinear. 

De Roos [53] adopts a radically different approach. He starts with a 

partition of the space of admissible values of the structuring variable - the i-state 

space. Then, for each element of the partition, a system of ordinary differential 

equations is derived for total population, average and variance of the i-state. 

The values of these three parameters are then followed over time. 

The methods mentioned above do not lend themselves to be extended 

to a density-dependent size structured problem, so we have to look into our 

problem more deeply. Zimmerman and White [68] pointed out that populations 

can be thought of as fluids in a special space. In fact, upon looking at (CM) 

we can see that the PDE is essentially a N onlineI' Hyperbolic Conservation Law 

except for the forcing term on the right hand side, and, more importantly, the 

nonlinear source at the boundary. Therefore, we will consider our problem as a 

fluid dymanics problem and will consider methods for conservation laws. 
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Several basic and efficient schemes have been proposed for homogeneous 

hyperbolic conservation laws. The class of one-sided or tlpwind methods, for 

example, has been widely used to tackle problems in fluid dynamics. Glimm 

[151, Harten [18, 19], Osher and Tadmor [47], DiPerna [9], Sanders [55], Crandall 

and Majda [7], and many others have developed a theory on the convergence of 

these methods, whose main feature is the fact that central differences are not 

used to approximate derivatives. Upwind schemes capture the right behavior 

of nonlinear systems near discontinuities. Because of these features, we will use 

upwind methods to discretize our equation. 

To produce a discrete scheme like (D M) from the continuous problem 

(C M), one has to make sure that the resulting transition matrix satisfies all of 

the properties of that in (DM). Our main goal is to achieve this in a way that 

guarantees convergence of the solutions of the scheme of a solution of (eM). 

Let us start the construction of our scheme by restating the problem 

and all of our assumptions. We try to solve the following problem: 

au + a«Gu)u) 1"" (Du)u = ° 
at as 

subject to the initial - boundary conditions 

u(s,O) = uo(s) 

(Gu)(O, t)u(O, t) = B(t,u). 

We assume the following statements also hold: 

(2.i) The set Q of admissible sizes is compact and may be assumed to be an 

interval ofthe form [O,X], i.e., Q = [0, X]. 

(2.ii) u is an admissible density if and only if u E LI(Q x [0, T],R+) n BV(Q x 

[0, T),R+) and is supported in Q, where BV indicates bounded variation. 
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Let U be the family of admissible densities. 

(2.iii) 9 is an admissible growth function if and only if 9 E Ll(n x [0, Tj,R) n 

BV(nx[O, Tj,R), /g(SI' t)-g(S2, t)/ ~ Fl /S l -S2/ and /g(s, t l )-g(S,t2)/ ~ 

F2/tl - t2/ for finite constants Fb F2, and is convex in n for each t. 

Let H be the family of admissible growth functions. 

(2.iv) G: U -+ H, is a bounded operator such that "Gul - Guz/h ~ Gl/lUI -

U2//l, for a finite constant Gl . 

(2.v) d is an admissible death rate if and only if d E L}ocCfl x [0, T],R+) and 

there exists E( d) such that, d( s, t) ~ E( d) > O. 

Let W be the set of admissible death rates. 

(2.vi) D: U -+ W is a bounded operator such that /lDUI - DU2/1 ~ E1/lUl -

U2//, and "DulII > Ezllul/l, for constants Ell E2 > 0. 

(2.viii) B : U x [O,T] -+ R+ such that /B(u,tl) - B(U,t2)/ ~ Zl/tl - t2/ and 

!B(Ul' t) - B(U2' t)/ ~ Z2/1Ul - U2//t. 

These statements are consistent with fundamental biological facts. 

Let us remark first that two processes evolve concurrently in this sys

tem. Survival, which takes place along the temporal dimension, and growth, 

which takes place in the size dimension. 

To begin, let us divide n = [0, X] into categories of uniform size ~s. 

This is not necessary but simplifies our work. Let {Xj = j~s,j = 0,1,··· ,J} 

be the partition of n resulting from the subdivision. Let us divide [0, T] in 

subintervals of uniform length ~t. Let {tk = k~t,k = 0,1,··· ,K} be the 

resulting partition. A lattice of nodes (Xj,tk) has been defined in this way. Let 

us refer to each node in the lattice as (j, k). 

Denote the size distribution at time tk by U.k and assume it is also 

known. Denote by Ujk the number of individuals of size Xj at time tk, and by 

djk an estimate of the death rate of individuals of size Xj at time tl; (one can 
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take, for example, the average death rate in [x j, X j+l D. 
We can reasonably assume that the size distribution at the next time 

step (k+l)~t will largely depend upon the state (Uek' G(Uek), B(t, Uek), D(uek)) 

of the system at time t. Because of the plausibility of this assumption, we can 

linearize the passage from tk to tk + ~t as follows. 

Let L jk be a discretization of the spatial derivative a( Gu) / as at (j, k). 

By a modification of the method of lines, the following ordinary differential 

equation (ODE) will approximate the survival process, assuming that evolution 

(described by L jk ) remains constant for a moment. Note this equation is linear. 

What we will find is a function U j defined in the small time interval 

I = [t 10, t 10 + ~t] that will describe the death rate of individuals in (j,!c) over I. 

duo 
-] +d·ku· = -L'k dt ]] ] 

By freezing Ljk in time, one can solve this ODE by introducing an integrating 

factor pC T) = exp It: djkdlT = edjk(r-tk). From the complete differential, 

_d(,--P(,-,-:t~:-,,;j~(t~)) = -p(t)Ljk 

Note also that the following hold: 

p(tk + .6.t) = exp(djk.6.t) 

p(tk) = 1 

(*) 

ltd~t p(r)d(r) = exp(djk.6.t) -1 =.6.t + O(.6.t)2). (**) 
tic djk 
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Define Vjle = exp( -djleD.t). Note that Vj" < 1 since dj,k > 0 by as

sumption (2.v) on admissible death rates. We can thus multiply (*) by (viI.) to 

obtain 
1- exp(dikD.t) 

Uj(tk + D.t) - Vi"Ujle = d VjkLjle. 
jle 

Let's use the approximation (**) to the integral of p and define Uj(k+1) to the 

true value Ui(tk + D.t) so that the equation above turns to 

Now consider Lik. Let 9ik be an estimate of growth of the individu

als of size x j at time t" (one can take, for example, the average growth over 

[Xj,Xj+1])' Assume that 9jle:f:. 0, that is, individuals at node (i,k) are growing 

(or shrinking). This fact determines a unique flux direction through node (j, k). 

Assume that our time and size steps are small enough so that node (j, k) can 

receive individuals from the two adjacent classes and give up individuals to at 

most one of them. This assumption is consistent with Usher's models. 

If 9jk > 0, then individuals in (j, k) are growing, so the flow must 

come from (j - 1, k); according to the upwind method, we must use backward 

differences to approximate o(gu)/ Os. Similarly, if 9ik < 0 one should use forward 

differences for o(gu) / os. 

Let D. denote forward difference and V denote backward difference, 

then Ljk is described by V(9U)jk = gjkUjk - g(j-1)k'U(j-1)k if gjk > 0 and by 

D.(gU)jk = 9U+l)kU(j+1)k - 9jkUjk when gjk < O. 

Since we are pursuing a very specific type of matrix, namely, one whose 

entries may be interpreted as transition probabilities, and we can Dot determine 

the signs of 9(;-1)k and 9(;+1)k beforehand, we must make sure the discrete 

scheme does not produce negative entries. 
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To accomplish this we notice that conflicts may arise in two cases: when 

gjk > 0 and g(j-l)k :::; 0 and when gjk < 0 and gU+l)k ?: O. 

To avoid them, we propose a simple fix. Define gjk = - min(gjb 0) and 

gjk = max(gjk, 0). The:aux through (j, k) must pick g- or g+ depending on the 

sign of gjk. This correction will pick the right input to cell (j, k). Define also 

Xjk = 1 if gjk ?: 0 and -1 if gjk < O. We then can express LjI' as follows 

l+X-l: T"7( +) I-X-", A( ) 
L

- _ ~v 9 ui"-~~9-uik 
Jk - • .6.s 

The expression above means that, if gik > 0, node (j, k+ 1) can receive 

individuals from node (j - 1, k) if g(j-l)k > O. Similarly if gjk < 0 then node 

(j,k + 1) receives:aux from node (j + l,k) if g(j+1)(,,+I) < O. 

Let us replace Ljk in the expression for Uj(k+l) determined earlier. 

Introducing .A = f:..t/ .6.s, we have 

which approximates the transition tc. (j, k + 1) in the interior of [0, T] x n. 
The initial condition can be discretized by averaging Uo on every subin

terval [x j, x HI], 

J(j+l)aa ()d iaa Uo S s 
UjO = .6.s . 

To :find a discrete analog to the boundary condition, let us remark 

that in the matrix model (DM), fertility is represented by a per-capita con

tribution of each class. Therefore, to arrive at the same interpretation in the 

continuous case, B is assumed to be an integral expression involving a per

capita contribution b(t,x,u), so one has that G(U)(O,tk)U(O,t,,) = B(tk,U.,,) = 
fnb(t,u,u(u,t))u(u,t)du. The assumptions on B are satisfied if the kernel b is 

continuous in every argument and Lipschitz continuous. 
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Any standard integration scheme thus yields G(U)(O,tk)U(O,tl:) 

~ 2: ajbj,kuj,kDos. The {bjk } estimate the per-capita fertility of each cell (j,k) 
j 

and the {aj} are the weights ofthe integration process. Note that .\G(U)(O,tk) 

. u(O, tk) gives the number of individuals entering class 0 at time tk, that is, 

U(O, tk) ~ Dot L ajbj,kUi,k. 
j 

We also need to consider the number of individuals that remain in class O. This 

number can be estimated with vOk(l - .\lgokDuOk. 

Due to the nonlinearity of the problem, without having an estimate for 

U.,k+l it is quite difficult to find B(u.k+d and consequently the bi,k+!- Our 

goal is not accuracy but a specific transition form, so we will define UO,k+l as 

follows: 

UO,k+l = Dot L ajbj,kUj,k + vOk(l- AlgOkDuOk. 
j 

In summary, by putting all ofthe above pieces together, we propose the 

following discrete approach to (CM) which we will refer to as (S) 

1 lXj+~s 
Uj,O = 1\ uo(u)du, 

~s Xj 

for j ~ 0 

N 

UO,k+l = Dot I: ajbjkujk + vOk(l - .\190k1)Uok for k ~ 0 
j=O 

Uj,k+l = Vjk [Ujk - A{ 1 + 2Xjk 
V(g+U)jk _ 1 - :jk Do(9-U)jk}] ' 

for j > 0, k ~ O. (S) 

Scheme (S) presents two characteristics that are worth remarking about. 

First, it is similar in spirit to the schemes developed by Osher and Engquist 

[49], Osher and Tadmor [48] and Osher and Chakravarti [47] in the sense that 

it approximates the non-temporal derivative in a unique way depending on the 
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direction of the flux. However, (S) differs from the other schemes in the way the 

direction of the flux is estimated. Since we already have an explicit expression 

for the speed of the flux (given by G) we can use it to determine the direction 

of the :flux instead of d(~"). 

Secondly, scheme (S) splits the calculation in two distinct parts, namely, 

evolution and survival. In general, for partial differential equations of the form 

Dtu+Au+Bu = 0, where A, B are operators, finite schemes can be constructed 

by resolving two PDE's separately: Dtu + Au = 0 and Dtu + Bu = 0, and then 

composing the solutions appropriately. LeVeque [34] presents an interesting 

discussion on these time-split methods in his Doctoral dissertation. He also 

indicates how to improve resolution by choosing the appropriate intermediate 

time step. 



CHAPTER 3 

CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS 

In Chapter 2 we proposed scheme (8): 

1 j(i+1)t.8 
U j,O = A uo( 0- ) do-

uS jt.1f 

N 

UO,(Hl) = dt L ajbjkujk + vOk(l- ).lgok/)UOk k ;::: 0 
;=0 

Uj,(Hl) = Vjk [Ujk - >.{ 1 + 2Xjk 
d(g+U)jk _ 1 - :jk .!l(9-U)jk}]. 
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We will now prove that (8) is a consistent discretization of (CM), that 

(S) is nonlinearly stable and that it produces a transition matrix of the form 

(DM). 

We first give conditions that ensure that (8) has a transition matrix of 

the form (DM). 

THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that conditions 2.i through 2. viii hold. Let T < 00. Let 

tk < T. If ).max{19j,kl : 0 :5 jds :5 X} :5 1 then scheme (8) has a transition 

matrix of the form (DM). 

PROOF: We can write (8) as: 

Uj,Hl = pj-l,kUj-l,k + Pj,kUj,k + pj+l,kUi+l,k 

where 

1+Sgn(9j,k) >. + 
Pj-l,k = 2 Vj,k gj_l,kUj-l,k 

Pj,k = vj,k(l- >'lgjkI)Uj,k 

(
1- Sgn(gj,k»)>. _ 

Pj+1,k = Vjk 2 gj+1,kUj+1,k. 
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If -\Igj,kl ~ 1 for all j, and k such that tl-k < T then it is dear that Pj-I,I" Pj,k, 

Pi+l,1:€[O,l]. That is, they may be interpreted as probabilities. 

We now have to show that the solutions of (S) converge to a solution 

of (eM) as ~t, ~s - O. We first give an overview of convergence analysis. 

Two concepts are used on convergence analysis: consistency and sta

bility. Let Px = 0 be an equation. Let Pt.,xt., be a discrete approximation of 

Px = 0 with meshsize~. We say that {Pt., : ~ > O} is comi.5tent with P if 

liP - Pt.,11 - 0 as ~ - 0 for any suitable norm II· II. For linear operators, 

stability can be defined as follows: we say that the sequence {xt., : ~ > O} of 

approximate solutions is stable if there exists C > 0, independent of ~ such that 

IIxt.,II < C for all ~ > 0 and a suitable norm" '11. For linear operators, by the 

Lax equivalence theorem consistency and stability are necessary and sufficient 

for convergence of {xt.,} to a solution x of Px = o. 
This approach is not necessarily valid in the case of nonlinear operators. 

However, if a nonlinear equation Px = 0 is known to have a unique smooth 

solution then Strang [61] has proven that consistency and stability (as defined) 

are sufficient to guarantee convergnce. 

A nonlinear equation Px = 0 may have, in general, many weak solu

tions, that is, functions x such that (Pz, ¢) = 0 where (, ) indicate a suitable 

integration and ¢ is a test function, that is ¢€Cgo. In this case Strang's approach 

is not valid. However, linearized stability is a special case of the broader concept 

of uniform stability of systems. We give here a brief summary of this generalized 

stability theory. Details may be found in Keller [26], Tucker [63] and Linz [38]. 

A sequence {Lt., : ~ > O} of approximations to a problem Lx = w is 

said to be stable around x if there exists ho > 0, p > 0, Mp > 0 such that for all 

h, h ~ ho and Xt." yt., E B(~t.,(x),p) ==} IIXh - Yhll ~ MpIILhXh - LhYhil. Here 
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~A. represents a projection operator to a finite dimensional space determined by 

~. Note that this definition corresponds to that of uniform stability of solutions. 

Keller and Tucker independently found sufficient conditions for stability, 

namely: 

• The operators Lh are Frechet differentiable . 

• The family of Frechet derivatives Dh is uniformly stable (in the usual 

sense) and is uniformly Lipschitz. 

We can see that stability imposes conditions on the norm of the op

erators and their gradients. It is in this context that we can still say that the 

solutions of a stable family of consistent approximations to a problem converges 

to a solution of the problem (Linz, [38]). 

These conditions are often very difficult to verify, particularly the exis

tence of Frechet derivatives of discrete operators. 

Glimm [15], and DiPerna [9] initiated the development of a convergence 

analysis based on pre-compact families of functions which we describe next. 

We use an extension of Arsela-Ascolli's theorem, which states that a 

family {f n} of continuous functions is precompact if and only if it is uniformly 

bounded and equicontinuous. Recall that, {In} is equicontinuous iff for all c ~ 0 

there exists 8 ~ 0 3 I E {In}, Ix - yl < 8 => I/(x) - I(Y)I < e. 

The crucial step in extending Arsela's theorem to non-continuous func

tions is to find an extension to the concept of equicontinuity. Let us define 

Tyl = f(x + y). IT f is continuous then equicontinuity can be expressed in an 

equivalent form as follows: for all x, ITyf(x) - f(x)1 - 0 as Y - o. However, we 

can see that it is possible to extend this redefinition to the LOO norm, that is, if I 

is continuous, bounded and IITyf - flloo - 0 as Y - 0 then I is equicontinuous. 

Note then that the alternate definition applies also to all functions in Loo. 
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The L 00 statement admits a suitable generalization to locally integrable 

functions in L' as proven by Dunford and Schwartz [10]. We state their pre

compactness theorem below. 

THEOREM 3.2. A family {1m} of functions in L'(11) is locally precompact if 

and only if {1m} is uniformly bounded in lJ', and for every sequence {An} of 

compact sets converging to fl, one has fAn ITyfm(x) - Im(x)ldJ.£ ~ 0 as y ~ 0 

and fnlAn I/m(x)ldll ~ o. 

In the course of the proof, a family of uniformly equicontinuous func

tions is constructed so that it gets sufficiently close to {In}. Then a finite net of 

continuous functions of compact support is found, so that it is sufficiently close 

to the family of equicontinuous approximations to {In}. Hence every In can be 

approximated by one of these finitely many functions. This statement amounts 

to relative compactness. Relative compactness in turn implies that {In} has a 

convergent subsequence. 

This approach also demands some conditions on the gradient of the 

operator. For a nonlinear numerical scheme to have a convergent subsequence, 

one has to satisfy the usual (linearized) stability plus a uniform L' bound on 

the gradient. 

Glimm [15], DiPerna [9], Harten [18, 19], Osher and Chakravarty [47], 

Osher and Engquist [49], and others have set out practical tests to apply this 

convergence analysis to hyperbolic conservation laws. We know that uniform 

boundedness of the norm is the usual stability analysis, but the calculation of 

the integrals in Dunford and Schwartz's theorem still presents some difficulties. 

A practical simplification by Sanders [55] further reduces the complexity of the 

test. 
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LEMMA 3.3. Let f be a step function of compact support in Ll n LOO. Then 

( /Tyf(x) - f(x)/dx :$ Iy/va.r(f) 
laupp(f) 

where 

va.r(f) = limsup L If(bj ) - f(aj)l· 
p [aj ,bj]Ep 

From this lemma, we can see that, if f belongs to a family of functions 

and there is a common bound M for the variations of all members of such family, 

as y -+ 0, then the integral in Lemma 3.3 goes to 0 as required by Theorem 3.2. 

Therefore, we may summarize these conditions as stated by Harten [19]. 

THEOREM 3.4. A family of consistent numerical approximations to a nonlinear 

hyperbolic conservation law will have a convergent subsequence if it is uniformly 

bounded and has uniformly bounded total variation. 

The crucial argument in the proof of this assertion goes as follows. For a 

fixed time t, one can find a convergent subsequence of approximations, since one 

will have that the approximations at t form a pre-compact family. Following a 

Cantor diagonal argument, we find a subsequence that converges on a countable 

dense subset of a finite time interval. The convergence is uniform and bounded, 

so this subsequence must converge in the entire interval as required. 

The limit of this subsequence must be shown to be a solution of (CM). 

Due to the nonlinearity of the problem, the best hope is to show that the ap

proximations converge to a weak solution of (CM), that is, a solution in the 

sense of distributions. 

In summary, we will prove that scheme (5) renders a subsequence that 

converges, as we increase the number of size categories, to a weak solution of 

(CM). 
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To accomplish this goal we have to verify three key facts: 

The scheme (S) is consistent with (CM), that is, that the local trunca

tion error goes to zero with /).t and /).s. 

finite k. 

The approximations U.k have uniformly bounded norm for finite k. 

The approximations U.k have uniformly bounded total variation for 

There are generally many weak solutions so some selection principle is 

needed to enSUI'e that we will converge to the solution that makes sense in the 

context of the problem. Many forms of "entropy conditions" may be utilized. We 

will describe the one that ensures the convergence to the biologically meaningful 

weak solution. 

Consistency 

To prove consistency, one has to verify that each of the three equa

tions that define the scheme is consistent with its continuous counterpart. Let's 

proceed with these proofs. We first prove consistency for the initial condition. 

LEMMA 3.4. Let Uo be an admissible density function, that is, let Uo be sup

ported in il, integrable and bounded variation. Then, 

1 12:j +A" 
lim A uo(s)ds = uO(Xj). 

A. '-,.o.u.s Xj 

PROOF: The proof is immediate by using the mean value theorem for 

integrals .• 

The following lemma verifies that the discrete version of the boundary 

condition is consistent with the continuous. 

LEMMA 3.5. Let Dos ;::: O. Let JDos = X. Let {aj} be the weights of an 

integration scheme, that is, la j I =:; 1 and L: a j = J. Then the expression 
j 
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f!J.t ~ Ojbj,IcUj,Tc in the definition of UO,Tc+l is consistent with the boundary con
i 

clition G( U )(0, tlc)U(O, tic) = In b( u, 8, tlc)U( s, tlc)ds. 

PROOF: Multiply /).t~ajbj,lcuj,Tc by f!J.s/f!J.t and let /).8,/).t _ ° to obtain 
i 

G( u)(O, tlc)U(O, tic) = In b( u, s, tTc)U( s, tTc)ds .• 

As a corollary of Lemma 3.5, we can see that 

To prove consistency in the interior, we break our numerical scheme in 

two parts: 

(Vjlc)-lUi(Tc+l) - Ujlc 
f!J.t 

and 

We will prove that each one converges to the appropriate limit as /).t 

and /).8 - 0. 

LEMMA 3.6. Let tTc and xi be the co-ordinates at the time and size node (j, k). 

Then 

PROOF: Recall the way vi.~ = pet + /).t) and pet) = 1. Therefore, by the mean 

value theorem, 

It is clear that, as /).t - 0, 

• 
LEMMA 3.7. Under the assumptions 2.(iii) and 2.(iv) on the operator G and 

2.(i), 2.(ii) on Uo one has 
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lim ~V(9+U)jk - ~Ll(9-U)jk = dG(Uek)(Xj,t,JU(Xj,tk). 
~,,'-,.o Ll8 ds 

PROOF: The proof is straightforward and can be seen in detail in Appendix 

A.a 

Lemmas 3.5 to 3.7 prove our consistency theorem, which we state below. 

THEOREM 3.8 (CONSISTENCY). Let D, B, G, and Uo satisfy 2.(i) to 2.(viii), 

then scheme (8) is consistent with equation (CM). 

Uniform Boundedness of the Norm 

We will use £I-norm throughout, that is, we will consider Uek as the 

sequence {UO,k, Ul,k,'" ,Uj,d. We need to prove that L IUj,kl does not become 
j 

unbounded in finite time. 

LEMMA 3.9. If J Ll8 = X then for 0 < Ie ::; J one has 

l+Xjk 
IUj(Hl)I ::; 2 A/gU-l)kllu(j-l)kl + /1- Agjkllujk/ 

1-Xjk 
+ 2 Algu+l)k IIU(j+1)k I· 

PROOF: The proof is immediate since 

and 

In Lemma 3.10 we find a convenient bound on the boundary. We present 

the proof in Appendix A. 

LEMMA 3.10. Let k such thai kLlt ::; T. If U.k E £1 then there exists Ck > 0 

such that 
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In Lemma 3.11, we establish a bound for /lU.(k+l)/I in terms of /lu.kll. 

The proof combines the sum of the inequalities obtained in Lemmas 3.9 and 

3.10. 

LEMMA 3.11. If conditions 2.i-2.viii hold, and if A~ Igj,kl < 1 then there 
J 

exists CHI > 0 such that 

L IUj(Hl)1 ~ (1 + Ck+l(~t» L IUjkl· 
j j 

Using lemma 3.11, we state and prove our theorem for the uniform 

boundedness of the norm. 

THEOREM 3.12 (UNIFORM BOUNDENESS OF THE OF THE NORM). Let T < 00, if 

A m~ Ig jk I < 1 then the scheme (5) is norm-stable, that is, there exists CCT) > 0 
1 

independent of ~s such that lIu.k/l ~ Cllu.oll for all k such that Tk ~ T. 

PROOF: Using the previous lemma, one obtains the recurrence relation, 

which, carried to the initial condition U.o yields a product of bounds that is 

itself bounded by an exponential expression. This expression only depends on 

the maximum time T and a constant C that in turn, only depends on the norm 

of B (see the Appendix A) .• 

Uniform Boundedness of the Total Variation 

We have to prove here that under the assumptions on B, G, D and Uo, 

if in addition Uo has total bounded variation then Scheme (S) has a uniform 

bound on its total variation. At the initial condition we have the following: 

LEMMA 3.13. If an admissible density Uo has bounded total variation then so 

does U.o and var(u.o) < var(uo). 
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The following lemma rewrites the variation between cells j and (j + 1) 

at time level (k + 1) to exhibit its dependency on the variations and norms 

at time level k. Some constants arise in the calculations which will eventually 

determine sufficient conditions for stability. 

We now write the variation between cells j and j + 1. Observe first that, 

because Uj,l:+I = Vj,l:( U;,I: - )'L;,I:) we can simplify our calculations by observing 

that lD.uj,l:+d ::; I.6.Uj,k-).Lj,klvjk+l(uj+l,k-).Lj+l,k)IID.vj,kl. But then, since 

o < v < 1, one has that IVj,l:1 < 1 and 1 D.Vj, 1: 1 < 1. Incorporating these bounds 

and adding terms one sees that var(Ue,l:+l) ::; var(S(UeA;») + IS(uel:)l, where S 

stands for the operator Uj,k - ).Lj,l:, j = 1,2,3"" ,J. Since the norm of Sis 

already uniformly bounded, it follows that we only need to prove that its total 

variation is also uniformly bounded. 

LEMMA 3.14. H 9 is an admissible growth rate, then there exist Cj,2, D},2 such 

that, for all j ;::: 1 

I.6.Uj(l:+l)l::; 11- CJ+l - C;II.6.Ujki 

+ IC;II.6.uU-l)kl + IC]+lll.6.uU+I)kl 

+ IUjkll1- D;+l - D;I 

+ IU(j-l)l:IID} 1 + IUU+l)kIID;+ll· 

PROOF: The proof is straightforward, but quite involved. The key to the decom

position is the following basic fact about finite differences .6.( Uv) = u.6.v + vD.u, 

the decomposition establishes a clear connection between I.6.Uj,k+l1 and ID.Uj,kl, 

and IUj,kl for i =j -1, j, j + 1. I 

What has been presented thus far follows the lines of the standard 

convergence theory. Our problem departs from the standard not only for its 
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nonlinearity but especially because it has a nonlinear source at the boundary. 

This case has not been considered before. We have made assumptions on B to 

ensure that the total variation remains bounded in finite time. 

LEMMA 3.15. Assume that B satisfies the assumption (2. viii), 9 is an admissible 

growth function, and u. an admissible density, then there exists a constant M, 

such that 

/UO,k+1 - uo,kl ~ ~tM{var(U.,k-1) 

+ lIu.,k-111 + IUo,k - uo,k-11}. 

PROOF: The proof is quite involved and is detailed in the Appendix A .• 

The bound thus computed involves a recurrence relation between the 

current change at the border and the system's parameters at the previous time 

step, namely, norm, variation and change at the border. This difference appears 

in the estimate of the variation between the newborn size and the next larger 

size. 

The special case of variation between first and second size classes must 

also be handled separately due to the way the border is defined. It is expected 

that the change at the border and growth affect the bounds on this change. 

LEMMA 3.16. Assume that B satisfies assumption (2.viii), 9 is an admissible 

growth rate and d is an admissible death rate. If K~t = T, k ~ K, then 

IU 1(£:+1) - uO(£:+1)1 ~ 11- Aglkllulk - uOkl + AI~go,klluokl 

+ IU O(£:+1) - uOkl· 

PROOF: The proof assumes that individuals in cell (0, k) grow (go,k > 0), (see 

the Appendix A) .• 

In the following lemma, we combine the results of Lemmas 3.13 to 3.16 

and rearrange them to obtain an expression that lends itself to be bounded. 



LEMMA 3.17. 

Var(Ue(HI») ::; L {Il- e;+l - ell + e;+l + en I~Ujkl 
j~O 

+ L {Il- D}+l - DJI + D}+l + DJ}lujkl + IUO,HI - uo,kl· 
j~O 
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We want to have the total variation bounded by an expression involving 

the total variation and norm at the previous level. Hence the coefficients of the 

variations in each subinterval and the absolute values at each grid point should 

be less than 1. 

We find conditions that may be stricter than necessary but sufficient to 

ensure that norm and total variation remain uniformly bounded in finite time. 

PROOF: Looking at the way ej,2 and Dj,2 were defined (see Appendis A), we 

can see that a sufficient condition for this inequality can be imposed on ..\ as 

follows: since, ej,2 ::; ..\Igjkl and D},2 ::; ..\1~gj.\:1 then, ..\m~(lgjkl, l~gjkO < 1 
J 

suffices .• 

We have developed our expressions to the extent that 

Var(Ue(HI») ::; Var(uek) + lIuekll + IUO,HI - uo,kj 

IUo(HI) - UOk I ::; Mk ( Var( Ue(k-l») + IIUe(k-I)1I + IUok - UO(k-l) I) 

where Mk is O(~t). 

Since IIUekll is uniformly bounded, we can find a constant P that re

places it. Therefore we are left with the following system of two linear simulta

neous recurrence relations: 
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VHl ~ VI. + Bk + P 

BHl ~ Mk+l(Vk + Bk) + P. (R) 

where VI. = Va.r(U.k) and Bk = IUO(k+l) - uOkl. 

We would like to verify now that this system has uniformly bounded 

solutions in k, at least for finite time. 

To see this let uss recall first that V = Va, the total variation of the 

starting approximation U.o, is finite since the initial condition for U was assumed 

of bounded variation, and Z = Bo, the initial fertility, is also :finite by the 

assumptions on B. The following theorem proves the uniform boundedness of 

the solutions of (R) when P = O. The proof is given in Appendix A. 

THEOREM 3.19 (UNIFORM BOUNDEDNESS OF TOTAL VARIATION). The homo

geneous version of the system of recurrence relations (R) has uniformly bounded 

solutions for finite k. 

The condition developed in the proof can be easily transformed into a 

finite time condition as follows. Because of the specific b.t dependency of the 

constants appearing so far, for M there is an M < 00 such that M ~ b.tM, thus 

the effect of multiplying K by b.t yields a time T which can serve as a bound 

regardless of the number of steps taken to reach it. In other words, 

VI. ~ exp(T M)(V + Z) 

Bk ~ b.tMexp(TM)(V +Z). 

The stability of (R) when p = 0 can be established following a modi

fied version of the method of variation of constants since the forcing terms are 
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constant and finite. Therefore there is a bound uniform in k for the variaton 

of U.i: - >"L.". Along with the uniform bound on lIu.i:II, it makes a uniform 

bound on the variation of U.i;+l as required. Therefore, by Harten's theorem, 

the sequence of approximations {u.,d is precompact and thus has a convergent 

subsequence. The Lax-Wendroff theorem implies that a limit is a weak solution 

of (CM). We can now state the main result of our work. 

THEOREM 3.20. The stable scheme (5) generates a transition matrix (DM) that 

produces a sequence that converges to a weak solution of (eM). 

PROOF: Given by argument above. 

The Entropy Condition 

We need to show that the limit just found is a biologically correct weak 

solution. The findings of Vance and Coddingtron [66] and Turn\:!r, et al. [64] on 

the mathematical properties of growth seem to indicate that only compressive 

waves can arise in biological contexts since the growth function can only change 

from positive to negative. For compressive waves, "entropy-satisfying" schemes 

find the weak solution that is the diffusion-vanishing limit of classical solutions 

of advection-diffusion problems. 

In our problem, the standard assumption is to allow sources only at 

the boundary and evolution in the interior depends only on growth and death. 

Therefore only compression is possible. We leave a rigorous proof of this con

jecture as an open question. 
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We designed and ran several numerical experiments on our model. The 

chief goal of these experiments is to demonstrate that our model yields results 

that are compatible with other comparable models 

The first example conr.ists of a linear age-structured model. We show 

convergence to the analytic solution, which can be found explicitly. 

The second example has been taken from Ito et al. [24]. It does show 

that our model yields a satisfactory approximation to Ito's analytical solution. 

The third example is a true density-dependent, size-structured model 

proposed by Murphy [43]. In this case we reproduce Murphy's graph and observe 

how our model yields the same dynamical behavior that Murphy found. 

Example 1. In general, if g is constant, the model can be scaled to 

an age-structured case. Let's assume then g = 1. To further simplify the case, 

assume D = do and B = bo are also constants. 

Under these simplifications the problem is linear and the solution can 

be computed explicitly. 

then 

Let Uo be the initial condition and Po = In uods the total population, 

_ { e-do"boPoe(bo-do)(t-,,) , 
u(s,t)- ( ) -dt 

Uo S - teo, 
t>s 
s > t. 

Uo and X (the maximal age) were chosen so we can neglect the error 

incurred by truncating the improper integrals to definite integrals on [0, X]. 

In Figure 3 we plotted the analytical solution and our approximate 

solutions for ~s = 0.5, 0.08, 0.06. The approximations of the two finer 

meshes practically overlap with the analytical solution. 
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Figure 2. Example 1. 
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1.ooooEt02 

When applied to Example 1, (S) generated a transition matrix (see 

Figure 4) that is lower diagonal, in fact, this matrix is the same that would 

be generated by the scheme of Saints [54]. Since 9 is constant, there is only 

growth (i.e., aging) so that evolution occurs only from lower classes to upper 

classes. Therefore, only the lower diagonal will have non-zero entries. (S) does 

generalize the work done by Saints in the sense that it yields Saints' transition 

for age-structured problems. 
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Figure 3. The transition matrix generated by (5) on Example 2 (cf. Saints [54]). 

Example 2. Ito et al. [24] presented a fully discretized model for 

density-independent, size-structured population dynamics. Because their vital 

rates are only functions of size, the problem can be worked analytically. We can 

easily see that u is a solution of (eM) if and only if v = Gru is a solution of the 

initial boundary value problem 

av av 
at +Gax = -Dv 

v 
v(O,t) = B(G,t) 

v(x,O) = G(x)uo(x). 

In particular, since growth only depends on size, it is possible to determine the 

characteristics a priori. 

Let 

1
r d(j 

r(x) = -
o g( (j) x E [0,1). 

Let C = {(x, T), T = r(x),x E [0,1}. C divides the strip [0,1] X R+ 

in two regions Rb Rz depending on whether t > rex) or t < rex). Then the 

explicit solution can be computed and written as follows: 

{ 

uo(w(t, x))g(w(t, x)) exp( - J:(t,r) ~~:Jd(j), 
v(t,x) = ) 

B( G(o-) vet - r(x), .)) exp ( - for g~:~ d(j , 
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Figure 4. Example 2. Cf. Ito et al. [24]. 

Under these conditions, the actual transition model turns out very sim

ilar to a standard Lewis-Leslie model, very much like the model in Saints [54J. 

We used example 4 in Ito et al. [24]. The evolution shows growth 

and death only. Furthermore, since growth is decreasing one expects that, the 

population will cluster in a range that is narrower than the original. The rt:Sults 

in Figure 4 present the original function Uo and the size distributions given by 

their analytic solution and our model at t = 1. 

Example 3. Murphy [43J derives a total population-dependent size

structured model. Non-linear models are difficult to verify because it is practi

cally impossible to find an analytical solution. To illustate her model, Murphy 
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Figure 5. Example 3. Cf. Murphy [43). 

sets the vital rates so that a system of ordinary differential equations is de

rived from the initial-boundary value p:roblem. This system is then studied by 

conventional methods. 

Murphy's choices for vital rates are:· 

D(s,P) = <loP 

B(s,P) = bos2 e-PP 

G(s,P) = 90se-"fP. 

The conventional analysis she follows is based in P, the total population 

and M = J s2u(s,t)ds. Her Figure 4 illustrates the typical dynamical behavior 

of this system. 



and set 

We used Murphy's choices for the parameters, namely, 

do = .00002 

bo = go = 1 

f3 = 0.016 

A = 0.0054 

0'0 = 1 

() { 
12.5 - 2.5x, 0 ~ x ~ 5 

Uo x = 
0, x>5. 
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We ran her equations (22) for 0 ~ t ~ 100. We also ran our scheme for the same 

times and plotted our estimates of P, and M against hers. In Figure 5 we can 

see a fairly reasonable fit, for finite time. 
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We have shown that there is a mathematical connection between the 

continuous and discrete models for the dynamical study of general size structured 

populations, in the sense that matrix models can be seen as a finite difference 

approximations to continuous models. 

This connection allows us to view the solutions of discrete models as 

approximations of the continuous model which in turn, can be understood as 

the "limit case" of discrete solutions. 

Certain conditions were imposed to the vital rates to guarantee the 

stability and consistency of the numerical scheme. These restrictions can be 

relaxed by making appropriate modifications or approximations to the vital 

rates. 

This method is not numerically efficient. Our goal was to exhibit a 

reliable passage from continuous models to discrete models. The careful reader 

will find that some changes made to improve the scheme's efficiency will result in 

a change in the structure of the transition matrix. It is interesting to investigate 

what improvements can be made that preserve the structure of this discrete 

transition. 

It is also interesting to think of efficient numerical schemes to accu

rately and rapidly compute the evolution of general stage-structured, density

dependent population dynamics. 
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APPENDIX A 

PROOFS OF LEMMAS AND THEOREMS 

PROOF OF LEMMA 3.6: From the definition of p one sees that 

(l
te+at ) 

p(tk + 6t) = exp tic dj,kdT 

= exp(dj,kfl.t) = 1 + dj,kfl.t + 0(fl.t2) 

and 

Then applying these to the left hand side of the scheme, one has 

vjk1U(X j, tk + fl.t) - u(Xj, tk) = (1 + dj,k~t + o ((fl.t)2))u(Xj, tk + fl.t) - u(Xj, tk) 

= u(Xj, tk + ~t) - u(Xj, tk) + dj,kU(Xj, tk)~t 

+ u(xi' tk + At)o((fl.tl)· 

Divide both sides by fl.t, use the mean value theorem for derivatives 

and rearrange terms to obtain 

-1 
Vj,kUi,Hl - Uj,k _ {Bu/at + Du} '" O(~t) 

~t 

as required, this expression goes to zero with fl.t .• 

PROOF OF LEMMA 3.7: Let gj,k > 0 and ~s small, then by differentiability of 

G( U )u, one has, 

+ d(G(u)u) 2 
\1(g U)ik = ~s ds (Xi, tk) + O(~s ). 

Then 

similarly for gi,k < o. 

dG(u)u = O(~s) 
ds 
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When 9j,k = 0 and 9(j-l),k > 0 then by definition of Xj,k the backward 

difference will be chosen and will tend to the expected limit. If 9(j-1),k < 0 the 

flux through (j, k) will be 0 since 9+ = o. However, as ~s - 0, the continuity 

of 9, and these conditions suggest that 9(j+1),k > 0 so there should be no flux 

through (j, k) as smaller individuals shrink and larger individuals grow .• 

PROOF OF LEMMA 3.10: By straightforward calculation 

j 

i 

:5 ~tm~ lajbjkl2: IUjkl + (1 - AI90kl)luOki 
1 . 

] 

:5 ~tC1c L IUjkl + (1- AI90kl)Iuoki 
j 

where Ck is finite since b is bounded and the weights of integration schemes are 

also finite .• 

PROOF OF LEMMA 3.11: Adding the inequalities of Lemmas 3.9, 3.10 over all 

j and rearranging terms one gets 

L IUj(k+1)I :5 Ck~t L IUjkl + L(11- AI9ikii + Al9ik!) IU;kl· 
j j j~O 

Note that 

so 

i j 

PROOF OF THEOREM 3.12: Using Lemma 3.11, one obtains the recurrence 

relation, 
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therefore, using this recurrence relation we obtain 

By a well known identity for finite products we obtain 

Let t be a bound for the ct s, then 

We know that kC:l.t ~ T by the assumptions stated in Chapter 2, so 

The latter expression is a bound for the norm U.k that is uniform in 

the sense that it does not depend on C:l.s or b.t .• 

PROOF OF LEMMA 3.13: Note that, by definition Uj,O, one has, 

1 {l Xi

+
2 l xi

+
1 

} IU(j+I),~ - uj,ol = A uo(s)ds - uo(s)ds. 
uS Xi+l Xi 

By the mean value theorem for integrals, 

where 

for a = j, j + 1. 

Therefore 

j j 



Observation. 

1\l(g+U)jkl = l(g+U)U-l)kl 

~ Igjkll~U(j-l)kl + l\lgjkllu(j-l)kl 

~ m?X Igjkll~u(j-l)kl + m?X l~gjkllu(j-l)i:I· 
J J 

For ~(g+u)ji: we have a similar expression .• 

PROOF OF LEMMA 3.14: Let 

and 
1- sgn(gj,i:) 

tPj,i: = 2 . 

Split \l and ~ as follows 

Then 

\l(g+U)(j-l)k = gt(~U(j-l)k) + U(j-l)i:(~g~_l)i:)' 

~(g-u)ji: = g(j+l)i:(~Ujk) + Ujk(~gjiJ· 

Uj(k+l) = Ujk - )..Wjk9J;.~U(j-l)k + )..<I>ji:gU+l)k~Ujk 

- )..Wji:'U(j-l)i:(~g6_1)k) + )..<I>ji:Ujk(~gjk)· 

Take forward differences and absolute values to obtain 

IAUj(k+l)I = 1{~Uji: - )..(tPjk9(j+l)k + (Wg+)(j+l)k)~Ujk 
+)..( wg+ )jk~U(j-l)k + )..<I>(j+l)kgU+2)i:~u(j+1)k 
+ )..Wik(~9t_l)i:)U(j-l)k 

- )..(W(j-l)k(~91iJ - tPji:(~gjk») 

- )..<I>(i+1 )k( ~gU+l)k)U(j+l)k} ,. 
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Rearranging terms and breaking up the absolute value one obtains 

/ilUj(Hl)1 ~ 11- AW(j+l)k9t+l)kllilu jkl 

+ Alwjk9}klliluU-l)kl + AI<pu+l)kgU+2)k IIilu(j-H)k1 

+ 11- AW(j+l)kil9j,. - A<Pjkil9ji.IIUjk1 

+ A Iw jl;il9t-l)k Ilu(j-l)k I 

+ AI<p(j+1)kil9U+l)k/lu(j+l)kl. 

Now define, the following constants: 

and 

C] = AWjk9jk 

CJ = A<Pjk9U+l)k 

D} = AWjk/).9t_l)k 

D; = A<Pjkil9jk' 

Replace these in (*) to find that the assertion holds. II 
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(*) 

PROOF OF LEMMA 3.15: From the definition of UOHI in (8), we can see that, 

IUOHI - uOkl = I LQjbj1~Ujkilt - A90kUOkl· 

Recall that A90kUOk may be estimated by 'EQjbjk-lUjk-lilt so, 

IUOHI - uOkl = I LQjbjkUjk - LQjbjk-lUjk-liltl 

~ 2>~jlbjkUjk - bjk-lUjk-llilt 

~ L QjBjlujk - Ujk-llilt , 

since b is Lipschitz. Now, for each j ;::: 1, we have 

IUjk - Ujk-ll ~ IUjk - lIj(k_l)Ujkl + 11Ij(k-l)Ujk - Uj(k-I)I 

~ 11-lIj(k-l)IIujkl + iltILj(k_l) I 



By the observation, 

therefore 

/UO(H1} - UOk/5: ~tBk{luOk - UO(k-l)/ + L 11 - Vj(k-l)IIUjkl 
j~l 

+ >'m~ Igj(k-1)/2: I~Uj(k-l)/ 
} j~l 

+ >'m~ 1~9i(k-l)/ L IUi(k-I)/}. 
) j~1 
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Now, note 11 - Vj(k-l) I 5: 1. Also since >. m;p:: Igj(k-1) I 5: 1 is necessary by 
} 

Lemma 3.11 we may assume it holds, then, if >'m~ I Llgjk-l I 5: 1 
) 

IUO(k+1) - uOkl5: ~tBkluOk - UO(k-I)I 

+ 6.tBk L IU.i(k-l) I + ~tBk L ILluj(k-1) I· 
i j 

Let Mk = 2Bk, then the assertion holds. 

PROOF OF LEMMA 3.16: Using the definitions of UIHb UOHI from (S) one 

has, 

1 U lk+l - UgH rI = Iu lk - .\L>gOk"Ok - ( L "jbj , U j,L>t + (1 - .\gOk luOk ) I 

= I(Ulk - UOk) + >'(9UUlk - gOkUOk) 

+ ( L ,,;b;,u;,L>t - '\9OkUOk) I 
= \(Ulk - UOk) + >'(9u(ua - UOk) + UOk(gIk - 90k)) 

+ (L ,,;b;,u;,L>t - '\9OkUOk) I 
5: 11 - >.galiLluokl + >'ILlgoklluokl 

+ I L (XjbjkUjkD.t - >'90kUOkl· 
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Now since 

we write 

/Ulk+l - UOk+l/ $/1- ~9H:II~uok/ 

+ ~/~goklluok/ + /UOk+I - uOkl· • 

PROOF OF LEMMA 3.18: Case 1. The e's 

so we must have CJ+l +C; < 1. Since these two constants are not both non-zero, 

the condition C],2 $ 1 suffices. 

Case 2. The D's. The condition 

so one has D}+l + D; $ 1. Since these two constants are not both non-zero, 

Dy $ 1 suffices. • 

PROOF OF THEOREM 3.19: We proceed by induction on the number k of time 

steps. 

For k = 0 the solution is bounded. 

For k = 1, VI $ V + z and BI $ Ml (V + Z). 

For k = 2, V:z $ l'I + Bl $ (1 + Mt)(V + Z) and B2 < M2(V1 + Bd ::; 
M2 (1 + MI)(V + Z). 

We now state our induction hypothesis 
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IT this is true, then for k + 1 we will have 

I: 

VI:+1 ~ VI: + BI: ::; (!! (1 + Mj))CV + Z) 

and 
I: 

BI:+1 ~ Mk+l (Vi + BI:) ::; MI:+1 (}1 (1 + Mj») (V + Z). 

Using the fact that k is finite, one has, 

Now recall that 

" and LMj =KM 
j=l 

for a finite lVI, so we have 

VI: ::; exp( K lVI)(V + Z) 

BI: ::; MI: exp(kM)(V + Z). 

The Mj's are all O(~t), therefore there is 1\1 > 0 such that klVI = TM, where 

T is the maximum time allowed. Finally, 

v" ~ exp(TM)(V + Z) and Bk::; Mkexp(TM)(V + Z). II 
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